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Zine #5 - 53 - Crionics Interview (2/3)

menace, Fri 09 Oct 2009

Crionics Interview (2/3)
by Chester of Brainstorm

11.What are the future plans of Crionics?
To get famous and to kill all brainless people with Atari's and PC's.

12.Do you like the scene at the moment compared with the old times?
I think that the scene is to greedy to sale programs. Many groups like (no names) Quartex, Paranoimia... are only selling their stuff,
that's totally shit - a bit friendship must be!!!!

13.Do you like Swiss Milk-Chocolate?
Oh, yes especilly the white one.

14.Do you like ZINE compared with other magazines?
I like ZINE very much - 99 articles last time - very good Cracker Journal and D.I.S.C are also good, but ZINE is better!

15.And generaly, what is your opinion in magazines?
I like them if the reports are short and interrested (and maybe in german).

16.Are you a demo-freak? List the best demos in your opinion?
Yes, I like demos very much! The best ever made on Amiga was Red Sector's Mega Demo I think! There are too many good demos
to tell you.

17.What are your best products? Please list them.
Bloody Sins Demo (100 Percent version!!!) and a few demos and intros-Sorry, I don't know exactly!

18.What hardware do you use?
I use an Amiga 500, a printer and some other things!

19.What about other computers and their scenes?
What for other computers? Oh, I know you mean the C64-scene! I think that this scene will be dead very soon.
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20.What sort of music do you like?
Every good musik like Warlock, Skorpions, Wasp, Tina T.,the song "Bakerman"...

21.I want to know again something about the Austrian scene. Give us the charts in your opinion!

That's very difficult, coz here in Austria are many good groups, but I'll try to list the best groups! (Note: Hey Austrian freaks: Please
don't be angry if I didn't mention you!) Charts:

1.Scoopex
2.Subway
3.TSK-Crew (dead? We heard some rumours)
4.Savage
5.Exxon&Robotech
6.Energy (already dead, too?????)

We will stay neutral!

22.What do you know about the Swiss scene? You like these guys here?
I only know Brainstorm in Swiss, I like all guys who contact me. (But I hate the assholes who don't write back)

23.How many swappartners do you have in Crionics at all?
Let me see : I (Shadow) : about 13 (what a terrible number)
Thunderhawk : about 29
Wizard : I don't know exact, he only lists the best!

24.A lot of coders from famous groups are going to program games. What do you think about that?
I think that everybody who can program games should do that. If I had more time and someone who paint the gfx, I think I also would
do it! But I use my Amiga only on weekends and nobody wants to paint gfx for me. (weep,weep)

25.Do you like rasistic jokes? And what's about otherones? Can you tell me a good one?
I think its good to make rasistic jokes about green mars-people or Atari ST but nobody should make a joke about a person who lives
on earth. (Aber bekommt mir bitte nicht den Moralischen!!)

This article originally appeared in the Amiga diskmagazine "Zine #5" by Brainstorm 1990.
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